Twilight Time [By B. Ram, M. Nevens, A. Nevens and A. Dunn, 1944]

[Chords in C by The Guitar Guy, as modified by Aki Inouye]  

[GCEA chord form]

Verse 1:

C/// Heavenly shades of night are falling, E7/// % it's twilight time  
Am/// Out of the mist your voice is calling, C7/// % it's twilight time  
F/ % When purple Bb9/ colored curtains C/ mark the end of A9/ day  
I D7/// hear you, my dear, at twilight Dm7 Bb9 G7/ time

Bb9=1213  
A9=0102

Verse 2:

C/// Deepening shadows gather splendor E7/// % as day is done  
Am/// Fingers of night will soon surrender C7/// % the setting sun.  
F/ % I count the Bb9/ moments, darling, C/ til you're here with A9/ me,  
To- D7/ gether, at G7/ last, at twilight C/// time

Bridge:

E7/// Here in the E7/// afterglow of the day  
We Am// keep our rendezvous, Dm be- Am neath Dm the Am/ blue  
D7/// Here in the D7/// sweet and same old way,  

2213 0212 3434 4535

I G7// fall in love again, Dm7 as G7 I C#dim did G7/ then.

Verse 3:

C/// Deep in the dark your kiss will thrill me E7/// % like days of old,  
Am/// Lighting the spark of love that fills me C7/// % with dreams untold,  
F/ % Each day I Bb9/ pray for evening, C/ just to be with A9/ you,  

[First ending]  
To- D7/ gether at G7/ last at twilight C/// time.

[Repeat bridge]

[Repeat verse 3]

[Second ending with big slow down]  
To- D7/ gether at G7/ last at twilight C/ time. A7 /  
To- D7 gether % at G7/ last at twilight C time.

Chords in A by The Platters, 1958:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWHuZa1DxrM

2100 1112 2120 0100 2220 2210 3444 2322 2222 2212 1202

Verse 1: A/// C#7/// F#m/// A7/// D/ Dm/ A/ F#9/ B7/// Bm7 G7 E7/

Verse 2: A/// C#7/// F#m/// A7/// D/ Dm/ A/ F#9/ B7/ E7/ A///

1112 2120 4222 2322 1202 2222 1202 1201 1202

Bridge: C#7/// C#7/// F#m/// Bm F#m Bm F#m/ B7/// B7/// E7// Bm7 E7 C#dim E7/

Verse 3: A/// C#7/// F#m/// A7/// D/ Dm/ A/ F#9/ B7/ E7/ A/// F#7/ =3424

Coda: B7/ E7/ A

The lyric and chord transcriptions of this chart are the work of The Guitar Guy.com, and are intended for private study, research or educational purposes only and are inspired and based on the recorded version cited herein, but are not necessarily exact replications of the recorded version.
Twilight Time [By B. Ram, M. Nevens, A. Nevens and A. Dunn, 1944]
[Chords in C by The Guitar Guy, as modified by Aki Inouye] [DGBE chord form]

Verse 1:
[C///] Heavenly shades of night are falling, [E7///] it's twilight time
[Am///] Out of the mist your voice is calling, [C7///] it's twilight time
[F/] When purple [Bb9/] colored curtains [C/] mark the end of [A9/] day
I [D7///] hear you, my dear, at twilight [Dm7] time [Bb9] [G7] /

Verse 2:
[C///] Deepening shadows gather splendor [E7///] as day is done
[Am///] Fingers of night will soon surrender [C7///] the setting sun.
[F/] I count the [Bb9] moments, darling, [C/] til you're here with [A9/] me,
To- [D7/] gether, at [G7/] last, at twilight [C///] time

Bridge:
[E7///] Here in the [E7///] afterglow of the day
We [Am/] keep our rendezvous, [Dm] be- [Am] neath [Dm] the [Am/] blue

[D7///] Here in the [D7///] sweet and same old way,


Verse 3:
[C///] Deep in the dark your kiss will thrill me [E7///] like days of old,
[Am///] Lighting the spark of love that fills me [C7///] with dreams untold,
[F/] Each day I [Bb9] pray for evening, [C/] just to be with [A9/] you,

[First ending] To- [D7/] gether at [G7/] last at twilight [C///] time.

[Repeat bridge]

[Repeat verse 3]

[Second ending with big slow down] To- [D7/] gether at [G7/] last at twilight [C///] time. [A7/]
To- [D7/] gether % at [G7/] last at twilight [C///] time.

Chords in A by The Platters, 1958: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWHuZa1DxrM

Verse 1: A/// C#7/// F#m/// A7/// D/ Dm/ A/ F#9/ B7/// Bm7 G9 E7/
Verse 2: A/// C#7/// F#m/// A7/// D/ Dm/ A/ F#9/ B7/// E7/ A///

Bridge: C#7/// C#7/// F/m/// Bm F#m Bm F#m/// B7/// E7/// Bm7 E7 C#dim E7/

Verse 3: A/// C#7/// F#m/// A7/// D/ Dm/ A/ F#9/ B7/// E7/ A/// F#7/ =2322

Coda: B7/ E7/ A

The lyric and chord transcriptions of this chart are the work of The Guitar Guy.com, and are intended for private study, research or educational purposes only and are inspired and based on the recorded version cited herein, but are not necessarily exact replications of the recorded version.